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Development Aid in Stable Democracies and Fragile States 2018-07-21 this book is based on experience and reflections related to international
support provided to parliaments and legislative bodies both in selected countries afghanistan bangladesh ghana serbia and kyrgyzstan and globally the
author intends to provide a critique of parliamentary support as part of development assistance or foreign aid for having been conceived in narrow terms of
technical assistance and for failing to appreciate that aid effectiveness calls for a sound understanding of a country s politics culture and history the
monograph examines the effectiveness of aid in both stable democracies and fragile and transition countries the project is ideal for audiences interested in
regional politics the middle east africa south asia central asia and development democracy studies
Democratic Sustainability in a New Era of Localism 2014-06-27 change and development are going on all around us on both an international platform
as well as at the local governmental and community level governments decision and policy makers constantly strive to improve the world in which we live
seeking to make it better and to improve quality of life this book focuses on such development in the context of localism in the uk it strips the principle of
local sustainability down to its constituent parts and considers the extent to which it can be said to be central to local life as part of this it presents the case
for the importance of accountability and citizen participation in achieving objectives aligned with sustainability and illustrates the relationships that these
principles share on this foundation it evaluates local government in the uk as well as examples of community led regeneration initiatives and bodies and
seeks to determine both the nature of their pursuit of sustainability and the extent to which accountability and citizen participation play a part in that
pursuit it shows that local sustainability is enhanced by accountability and citizen participation those principles ensuring that local people can be central to
the process whilst its evaluations of local democratic systems in the uk reveal certain issues as regards the extent to which this is reflected in practice it at
least demonstrates an enthusiasm and awareness of the important role that accountability and citizen participation can play in the process of local
sustainability the book is aimed at legal academics with relevance also to students in law environmental politics and sustainable development as well as
those working in government policy and political practice
After Ethnic Conflict 2016-04-01 after ethnic conflict policy making in post conflict bosnia and herzegovina and macedonia investigates how sensitive policy
issues can be resolved in the aftermath of war by investigating how political elites interact and make decisions in ethnically divided societies focussing on
the interactions between political elites and attempts to reach agreement across ethnic lines in bosnia and macedonia the book examines the impact that
institutional factors can have on political actors and the decisions they make examining domestic factors and external influence in politics cvete koneska
identifies four key drivers of post conflict cooperation cross cutting identities minority veto powers territorial autonomy and informal practices to explain
inter ethnic political accommodation by looking beyond the immediate post conflict landscape created by foreign peace negotiators and aid missions to the
internal political process she shows the real reasons political actors cooperate and how competing ethnic tensions are reconciled following ethnic conflict
delving deeper into specific policy areas to compare successful and unsuccessful attempts at ethnic accommodation this book explores the factors behind
the different policy outcomes that sustain or undermine peace and ethnic cooperation in ethnically divided societies
奇跡のカラダ活性化プログラム 2018-09 ハーバード大学医学部教授絶賛 健康に関する常識が変わる あなたの体調不良や体型は遺伝のせいではない アメリカ最先端の医療で解決 医者と薬に頼らない健康の新常識 薬いらずのカラダになれる2週間プログラム 朝食 昼食 夕食 軽食
飲み物サプリメント エクササイズストレス解消法等を1日ずつご紹介 contents 第1章 自分の体と どうつき合っていくか 1 1 食生活を見直そう 1 2 炭水化物をとりすぎない 1 3 腸内フローラを守れ 1 4 ホルモンバランスに注意する 1 5 体を動かす 1 6 ストレ
スを取り除く 1 7 睡眠時間を確保する 1 8 飲んでいる薬を見直す 1 9 自分に合ったサプリメントを見つける 第2章 2週間活性化プログラム 2週間活性化プログラムとは 2週間活性化プログラムを始めましょう 2週間活性化プログラム 第1週 2週間活性化プログラム 第2週
レシピ集 第3章 エクササイズ 2週間活性化プログラム ワークアウトメニュー 第4章 ストレス解消法 マインドフルネス呼吸法と瞑想 リストラティブ ヨガ 筋力をつけるヨガ 付録1 副腎のサポート 付録2 更年期のサポート 付録3 睡眠のサポート 付録4 ビタミンdレベルを最適
に保つ
Understanding Contemporary Ethiopia 2015-09-15 when we think of ethiopia we tend to think in cliches solomon and the queen of sheba the falasha
jews the epic reign of emperor haile selassie the communist revolution famine and civil war among the countries of africa it has a high profile yet is poorly
known how ever all cliches contain within them a kernel of truth and occlude much more today s ethiopia and its painfully liberated sister state of eritrea
are largely obscured by these mythical views and a secondary literature that is partial or propagandist moreover there have been few attempts to offer
readers a comprehensive overview of the country s recent history politics and culture that goes beyond the usual guidebook fare understanding
contemporary ethiopia seeks to do just that presenting a measured detailed and systematic analysis of the main features of this unique country now
building on the foundations of a magical and tumultuous past as it struggles to emerge in the modern world on its own terms
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The Emissions Gap Report 2015 2015-07-06 the un environment emissions gap report assesses the latest scientific studies on current and estimated future
greenhouse gas emissions and compares these with the emission levels permissible for the world to progress on a least cost pathway to achieve the goals
of the paris agreement this difference between where we are likely to be and where we need to be is known as the emissions gap the report explores some
of the most important options available for countries to bridge the gap
Labour Law in Russia 2014-11-10 russias transition towards a market economy in the early 1990s called for new approaches to the regulation of
employment relations in the post soviet period in order to strike a balance between employers interests and employees rights in changed conditions the
adoption of the labour code of the russian federation lc rf in 2001 contributed to solving the issue only partly as in reality it was passed as a compromise
between different political forces and consists of both provisions which can be implemented in the new context of the market economy and restrictions
inherited from the planned economy the recent and ever changing socio economic conditions and the increasing complexity of the employer employee
relationship which is a result of both globalization and technological progress required the further development of russian employment legislation this
resulted in substantial amendments being made to the original lc rf in 2006 with the majority of its provisions being profoundly revised nevertheless a
thorough analysis of the changes currently under way shows that many aspects concerning employment relations have still not been addressed sufficiently
the papers collected in the present volume of the adapt labour studies book series consider the recent developments of the legal regulation of employment
relations as well as some closely related aspects from a historical and comparative perspective in order to provide some insights into these issues and to
examine current challenges
The New Turkey and Its Discontents 2017-01-03 today s turkey little resembles that of recent decades newfound economic prosperity has had many
unexpected social and political repercussions most notably the rise of the akp party and president erdogan despite unprecedented electoral popularity the
conduct of the akp has faced growing criticism turkey has yet to solve its kurdish question its foreign policy is increasingly fraught as it balances relations
with iran israel russia and the eu and widespread protests gripped the country in 2013 as did an unsuccessful coup in 2016 the government is now
perceived by many to be corrupt unaccountable intimidating of the press and intolerant of political alternatives has this once promising democracy
descended into a tyranny of the majority led by a charismatic leader is turkey more polarised now than at any point in its recent history these are among
the questions at the heart of the new turkey and its discontents which traces turkey s evolution under erdogan s leadership and assesses the likely
consequences at home and abroad
HARLEY-DAVIDSON ストリート750のすべて 2017-11-10 この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません ハーレー
と聞いてアナタが思い浮かべるのは 大陸を横断するハーレーの大きくておおらかな姿でしょう でもストリート750が打ち出すのは そんなイメージを覆す都会のストリートに似合う軽快なハーレーの姿です 大きい 重い そんなハーレーのイメージは皆無 若者をターゲットにした扱いやす
い走りが魅力です そして真っ黒なスタイルはそのまま乗ってもよし カスタムしてもよし オーナーの個性とライフスタイルを広げる真っ黒なキャンバスとして 世界中のカスタムシーンからカスタムを楽しめる素材としても注目されています イジって 乗って ハーレー好きこそ楽しめるスト
リート750の魅力を ハーレー社の全面協力でお届けします 電子版は 紙の雑誌とは内容が一部異なり 表紙画像や目次に掲載している記事 画像 広告 付録が含まれない場合があります また 本誌掲載の情報は 原則として奥付に表記している発行時のものです 出版社名 エイ出版社 で過
去に配信された場合がありますので 重複購入にご注意ください
Human Rights in China 2014-08-07 how can we make sense of human rights in china s authoritarian party state system eva pils offers a nuanced
account of this contentious area examining human rights as a set of social practices drawing on a wide range of resources including years of interaction
with chinese human rights defenders pils discusses what gives rise to systematic human rights violations what institutional avenues of protection are
available and how social practices of human rights defence have evolved three central areas are addressed liberty and integrity of the person freedom of
thought and expression and inequality and socio economic rights pils argues that the party state system is inherently opposed to human rights principles in
all these areas and that contributing to a global trend it is becoming more repressive yet despite authoritarianism s lengthening shadows china s human
rights movement has so far proved resourceful and resilient the trajectories discussed here will continue to shape the struggle for human rights in china
and beyond its borders
Working in Public Health 2014-06-05 what can you contribute to improving and protecting the health of your community public health is becoming an
increasingly central area of healthcare practice and people working in public health come from a wide range of disciplines and backgrounds this practical
and accessible book maps out the range of exciting and varied options open to people considering a career in public health and provides helpful
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information on how to get there either as a fully fledged specialist or in an operational practitioner role designed especially for those wanting to learn about
public heath it looks at public health work in a range of settings from health services to the commercial sector and in a range of different roles from health
protection to public health intelligence numerous personal accounts and case studies from highly experienced practitioners and specialists as well as those
new to their roles illustrate what their roles involve and how have they had an impact on improving health and reducing inequality this is the ideal book for
anyone interested in putting public health at the centre of their working lives
The Trans Pacific Partnership, China and India 2014-03-24 the united states and 11 other countries from both sides of the pacific are currently negotiating
the trans pacific partnership tpp the agreement is expected to set new benchmark for international trade through its comprehensive coverage of issues and
binding regulations it is expected to eventually mature into a regional trade agreement covering the entire asia pacific as of now it does not include china
and india the two largest emerging markets and regional economies the tpp has generated controversy for its excessive emphasis on trade issues which
have remained unresolved or unaddressed at the wto due to differences between developed and emerging markets it has also been criticized for adopting
a negotiating style reflecting the us regulatory approach to international trade and also as a geo political strategy of the us for supporting its strategic
rebalancing towards asia from both economic and geo political perspectives the tpp has various significant implications for china and india that are
examined in the book this book sheds light on how china and india s entries in the tpp are mutually beneficial and how both countries can gain from the tpp
by gaining preferential access to large markets and using it as an opportunity for introducing more outward oriented reforms the book also cautions that us
must reconcile to the rebalancing of economic power within the grouping that will occur following the entries of china and india otherwise the tpp and china
and india might walk divergent paths and trade and regional integration in asia pacific may not ever converge this book will interest anyone who wishes to
learn more about the tpp and its future implications and challenges and china and india s roles in global and regional trade
Mann's Pharmacovigilance 2016-10-12 highly commended at the bma medical book awards 2015 mann s pharmacovigilance is the definitive reference
for the science of detection assessment understanding and prevention of the adverse effects of medicines including vaccines and biologics
pharmacovigilance is increasingly important in improving drug safety for patients and reducing risk within the practice of pharmaceutical medicine this new
third edition covers the regulatory basis and the practice of pharmacovigilance and spontaneous adverse event reporting throughout the world it examines
signal detection and analysis including the use of population based databases and pharmacoepidemiological methodologies to proactively monitor for and
assess safety signals it includes chapters on drug safety practice in specific organ classes special populations and special products and new developments
in the field from an international team of expert editors and contributors mann s pharmacovigilance is a reference for everyone working within
pharmaceutical companies contract research organisations and medicine regulatory agencies and for all researchers and students of pharmaceutical
medicine the book has been renamed in honor of professor ronald mann whose vision and leadership brought the first two editions into being and who
dedicated his long career to improving the safety and safe use of medicines
European Regulatory Agencies in EU Decision-Making 2014-03-01 european regulatory agencies eras have become increasingly important features
in eu decision making they aim to provide expert advice independent of political or economic considerations this book explains whether and under what
conditions eras comply with this scientific mandate expanding on rational institutionalism ossege provides novel insights into the behaviour of eras their
autonomy from undue external influence and their impact on eu policy making the empirical comparison of three major eras the european medicines
agency the european food safety authority and the european chemicals agency not only shows that agencies capitalise on their expertise and rule making
competences to protect their autonomy rather in making strategic use of their expertise the eras also guard their autonomy in areas of high political
salience though their policy influence in these areas is partially circumscribed based on these insights european regulatory agencies in eu decision making
locates its subject in the wider system of european governance and considers the perennial question of how to reconcile the need for expert advice with
democratic decision making
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Male Actors in Hindi Cinema 2014-05-07 this book sets out to explain how shanghai emerged from relative obscurity in 1842 to
become one of the world s best known finance and industry hubs as china s largest city shanghai today plays a central economic role much as it did in the
1920s the author provides a concise diachronic survey of the economic history of modern shanghai setting out how the city s urban infrastructure
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municipal institutions consumer culture and industry have shaped and have been shaped by this economic power house the work is aimed at a broad
readership of all who are interested in asian history and tackles a range of themes including the city s millionaires then and now racial tensions and
quotidian liaisons between europeans and asians before world war ii and the gambling and prostitution industry the post war era is portrayed in
comparative discussions on shanghai under mao zedong and during the reform era these discussions bring the narrative up to date to cover important
events such as the designation of the pudong precinct as the city s new engine of growth in 1991 the city s illustrious pre war past is compared with its
present ambitions to become asia s leading financial centre the book employs insights from studies frameworks of new institutional economics as well as
from the development trajectory of other world cities by way of better understanding shanghai s historic distinctness its relative weaknesses and
contemporary strengths
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Bundesliga Players 2019-01-24 the world s most popular sport soccer is a global and cultural phenomenon the television
audience for the 2010 world cup included nearly half of the world s population with viewers in nearly every country as a reflection of soccer s significance
the sport impacts countless aspects of the world s culture from politics and religion to business and the arts in the world through soccer the cultural impact
of a global sport tamir bar on utilizes soccer to provide insights into worldwide politics religion ethics marketing business leadership philosophy and the arts
bar on examines the ways in which soccer influences and reflects these aspects of society and vice versa each chapter features representative players
providing specific examples of how soccer comments on and informs our lives these players selected from a wide array of eras countries and backgrounds
include diego maradona pelé hugo sánchez cha bum kun roger milla josé luis chilavert zinedine zidane paolo maldini cristiano ronaldo xavi neymar clint
dempsey mia hamm and many others employing a unique lens to view a variety of topics the world through soccer reveals the sport s profound cultural
impact combining philosophical popular and academic insights about our world this book is aimed at both soccer fans and academics offering readers a
new perspective into a sport that affects millions
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Expatriate Footballers in Spain 2014-08-05 the 2nd edition of public history a practical guide provides a fresh
examination of history as practiced in its various worldly guises and contexts it analyses the many skills that historians require in the practice of public
history and looks at how a range of actors including museums archives government agencies community history societies and the media digital media
make history accessible to a wider audience in a variety of ways faye sayer s exciting new edition includes brand new chapters on restoration and
preservation and history and the working world substantial additions covering the growing fields of digital history and history in politics more images
figures and international case studies from the us australia the uk europe and asia personal reflection sections from a range of industry experts from
around the world historiographical updates and significant revisions throughout the text expanded online public history toolkit resource with a range of new
features public history a practical guide delivers a comprehensive outline of this increasingly prevalent area of the discipline offering a distinctly global
approach that is both accessible and engaging in equal measure finally it explores future methodological possibilities and can be used as a reference point
for professional development planning in the sectors discussed this is the essential overview for any student wanting to know what history means beyond
the classroom
Focus On: 100 Most Popular RCA Records Artists 2020-11-30 although the art of rhetoric is central to the practice of politics it also plays an important
role in civic and private life using aristotelian notions of ethos pathos and logos this collection offers engaging discussions on everything from prime
minister s questions and welsh devolution to political satire and the rhetoric of cultural racism
Shanghai, Past and Present 2014-11-20 in recent decades most of the international effort given over to studying and improving the safety of patient care
has been focused in acute hospital settings to some extent this was always something of a puzzle to those of us with a direct interest in this important
issue now however the tide is slowly turning policymakers healthcare leader
The World through Soccer 2014-06-30 this book offers a unique insight into the role of human rights lawyers in chinese law and politics in her extensive
account eva pils shows how these practitioners are important as legal advocates for victims of injustice and how bureaucratic systems of control operate to
subdue and marginalise them the book also discusses how human rights lawyers and the social forces they work for and with challenge the system in
conditions where organised political opposition is prohibited rights lawyers have begun to articulate and coordinate demands for legal and political change
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drawing on hundreds of anonymised conversations the book analyses in detail human rights lawyers legal advocacy in the face of severe institutional
limitations and their experiences of repression at the hands of the police and state security apparatus along with the intellectual political and moral
resources lawyers draw upon to survive and resist key concerns include the interaction between the lawyers and their bureaucratic professional and social
environments and the forms and long term political impact of resistance in addressing these issues pils offers a rare evaluative perspective on china s legal
and political system and proposes new ways to assess domestic advocacy s relationship with international human rights and rule of law promotion this
book will be of great interest and use to students and scholars of law chinese studies socio legal studies political studies international relations and
sociology it is also of direct value to people working in the fields of human rights advocacy law politics international relations and journalism
Public History 2015-09-10 this book examines the need for a paradigm shift in the area of post secondary education and innovation in the emerging yet
relatively understudied mena region provided by publisher
Rhetoric in British Politics and Society 2015-02-27 this book provides an analysis of values and identity within the context of ancient modern and
contemporary philosophy this issue is addressed from the viewpoints of intersubjective and individual experience the contributors to this volume answer
the following questions what are the lived meanings of values and ethics from a philosophical sociological and psychological perspective how does society
constitute its own life word what is the meaning of values what is the role of values in defining self identity how does their meaning change within a
political context do politics and aesthetics affect our moral identity what is the role of values in the state of nature how does art accomplish its primary task
raising human consciousness over and against the reified world of commodities this volume offers an opportunity to reflect on these issues from a
philosophical point of view and to explore the dialogue of philosophy with sociology and psychology
Safety and Improvement in Primary Care 2015-07-03 looking beyond the directors and works that have branded indie discourse in the 1990s and
2000s us independent film after 1989 possible films attends to a group of 20 texts that have not been so fully subsumed by existing critical and
promotional rhetoric through individual studies of films including all the real girls the exploding girl laurel canyon jesus son old joy primer and you can
count on me leading cinema scholars consider how notions of indie practice poetics and politics can be opened up to account for a larger body of work than
the dominant canon admits with particular attention to female directors this innovative and comprehensive book explores the central tenets of indie
scholarship while simultaneously emphasising the classifying processes that can limit it quatrième de couverture
China's Human Rights Lawyers 2015-07-04 this fourteenth volume of india s national security annual review intensively analyses india s national
security with respect to the changing internal and external dynamics in the global environment the situation is characterised by rising tensions between
united states and russia intensified rivalry between united states us and china and increasing cooperation between china and russia for india which seeks
peaceful growth to emerge as a major power this poses severe diplomatic challenges this volume discusses the complexity of these challenges and the
deftness with which india gets the best out of its strategic partnerships with the us and russia while warding off the transgressions of a mighty adversary
like china it also studies the impact of internal convulsions and external intrusions on india s security from south asian nations such as afghanistan
bangladesh nepal and sri lanka examining the field of internal security the essays carry rare insights into the causes of expansion of naxalite violence in
tribal areas and the dynamics of conflict resolution in the northeast as well as india s deep concern as a growing power with its economic slowdown in the
recent past and energy and cyber security bringing together contributions from eminent scholars and diplomats the volume will be indispensable for
policymakers government think tanks defence and strategic studies experts as well as students and researchers of international relations foreign policy and
political science
Handbook of Research on Higher Education in the MENA Region: Policy and Practice 2015-03-19 this book is about china s ambitions in its most complex
and internationally visible space endeavor namely its human space exploration programme it provides a comprehensive reflection on china s strategic
direction and objectives in space including in particular those set forth in its human spaceflight programme and analyses the key domestic and external
factors affecting the country s presumed manned lunar ambitions the objective of the book is to disentangle the opportunities and challenges china s space
ambitions are creating for other spacefaring nations and for europe in particular it therefore includes an in depth analysis of possible european postures
towards china in space exploration and seeks to stimulate a debate on future space strategies in the broader context of world politics
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Identity and Values 2015-03-16 in 1987 the santiago de compostela declaration laid the foundations for the first council of europe cultural route
highlighting the importance of our rich colourful and diverse european identities today the council of europe enlarged partial agreement epa on cultural
routes oversees 29 routes connecting culture and heritage across europe cultural routes are powerful tools for promoting and preserving these shared and
diverse cultural identities they are a model for grass roots cultural co operation providing important lessons about identity and citizenship through a
participative experience of culture from the european route of megalithic culture with its monuments built as long as 6 000 years ago to the atrium route of
architecture of totalitarian regimes the routes contain elements of our past which help us to understand the present and to approach the future with
confidence the cultural routes also stimulate thematic cultural tourism in lesserknown parts of the continent helping to develop economic and social
stability in europe this first ever step by step guide to the design and management of council of europe cultural routes will be an essential reference for
route managers project developers students and researchers in cultural tourism and related subjects it addresses aspects ranging from the council of
europe s conventions to co creation fund raising and governance and it explores a cultural route model that has evolved into an exemplary system for
sustainable transnational co operation and that has proved to be a successful road map for socio economic development cultural heritage promotion and
intergenerational communication the council of europe epa on cultural routes is the result of our successful co operation with the luxembourg ministry of
culture and the european union increasingly other organisations such as the united nations world tourism organization are joining this project this
handbook was funded by the third european commission council of europe joint programme on cultural routes
US Independent Film After 1989 2014-10-06 a literary study of the borderlands between haiti and the dominican republic
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Nonlinear Narrative Films 2015-04-01 this book documents and disseminates experiences from a wide range of universities
across the five continents which showcase how the principles of sustainable development may be incorporated as part of university programmes and
present transformatory projects and programmes showing how sustainability can be implemented across disciplines sustainability in a higher education
context is a fast growing field thousands of universities across the world have signed declarations or have committed themselves to integrate the principles
of sustainable development in their activities teaching research and extension and many more will follow
India’s National Security 2016-08-25 in april 2011 a team of five people put together slutwalk toronto a protest responding to slut shaming and victim
blaming culture exemplified by a recent event at osgoode hall law school at york university in the name of campus safety toronto police constable michael
sanguinetti advised women should avoid dressing like sluts in order to not be victimized the sentiment of those in the over 3000 person crowd that day
were shared by folks around the globe leading to over 200 slutwalks internationally and the establishment of slutwalk organizing groups this collection
engenders a critical engagement with the global phenomenon of the slutwalk movement considering both its strengths and limitations the chapters take up
slutwalk through a feminist lens broadly defined considering slutwalk as a successful social movement a site of tremendous controversy and an ongoing
discussion among and between waves of feminists across the life cycle and across the globe through poetry photography scholarly articles creative non
fiction personal essays the collection seeks to unpack the discursive performance of slutwalk as well as explore the experiences of people who attended
various and diverse slutwalks marches protests in north america and asia
When China Goes to the Moon... 2014-08-21 first published in 1897 h g wells s alien invasion narrative the war of the worlds was a landmark work of
science fiction and one that continues to be adapted and referenced in the 21st century chronicling the novel s contexts its origins and its many multi
media adaptations this book is a complete biography of the life and the afterlives of the war of the worlds exploring the original text s compelling sense of
place and vivid recreation of wells s woking home and the concerns of fin de siécle britain the book goes on to chart the novel s immediate international
impact starting with the initial serialisations in us newspapers peter beck goes on to examine orson welles s legendary 1938 radio adaptation tv and film
adaptations from george pal to steven spielberg jeff wayne s rock opera and the numerous other works that have taken their inspiration from wells s
original drawing on new archival research this is a comprehensive account of the continuing impact of the war of the worlds
Cultural routes management: from theory to practice 2016-04-21 this entirely new edition of a very successful book focuses on developing professional
academic skills for supporting and supervising student learning and effective teaching it is built on the premise that the roles of those who teach in higher
education are complex and multi faceted a handbook for teaching and learning in higher education is sensitive to the competing demands of teaching
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research scholarship and academic management the new edition reflects and responds to the rapidly changing context of higher education and to current
understanding of how to best support student learning drawing together a large number of expert authors it continues to feature extensive use of case
studies that show how successful teachers have implemented these ideas it includes key topics such as student engagement and motivation
internationalisation employability inclusive strategies for teaching effective use of technology and issues relating to postgraduate students and student
retention part 1 explores a number of aspects of the context of uk higher education that affect the education of students looking at the drivers of
institutional behaviours and how to achieve success as a university teacher part 2 examines learning teaching and supervising in higher education and
includes chapters on working with diversity encouraging independent learning and learning gain part 3 considers approaches to teaching and learning in
different disciplines covering a full range including arts and humanities social sciences experimental sciences through to medicine and dentistry written to
support the excellence in teaching and learning design required to bring about student learning of the highest quality this will be essential reading for all
new lecturers particularly anyone taking an accredited course in teaching and learning in higher education as well as those experienced lecturers who wish
to improve their teaching practice those working in adult learning and educational development will also find the book to be a particularly useful resource
in addition it will appeal to staff who support learning and teaching in various other roles
On the Edge: Writing the Border between Haiti and the Dominican Republic 2015-11-19 the conventional grow first clean up later approaches to economic
growth are increasingly placing the futures of regional economies and societies at risk the forward thinking policymaker is tasked to promote development
based on eco efficient economic growth and at the same time record more inclusive gains in human welfare and socio economic progress in order to assist
policymakers in responding to such challenges escap s greening of economic growth series provides quick access to easy to read guidance to specific
policy tools
Transformative Approaches to Sustainable Development at Universities 2017-07-14 owing to its geo strategic location and mineral wealth afghanistan has
acquired significance in the inter state politics of asia as well as world politics during the past decades this book outlines afghanistan s efforts to build a
stable and peaceful democratic polity with external military support from the united states and its nato allies it also analyses the nation s development
initiatives with major powers such as india the united states russia and germany the volume brings to the fore ongoing tensions within the afghan polity
and its continued impact on asian world politics discusses topical themes such as withdrawal of us troops and non traditional security and presents
perspectives from scholars and experts from around the world including afghans this work will be useful to scholars and researchers in political science
international relations sociology area studies and the interested general reader
This is what a Feminist Slut Looks Like; Perspectives on the Slutwalk Movement 2022-06-30 in the wake of the 1987 brundtland report sustainable
development has become key to the management systems within businesses and a means by which companies can increase their long term value being a
sustainable company increasingly means staying alive in business and has become a necessity for all kinds of enterprises from the micro sized to global
corporations in more recent years many companies and indeed governments have looked at sustainability as a means to combat the multiple challenges of
environmental accidents global warming resource depletion energy poverty and pollution however being sustainable or maintaining sustainability is not an
easy task for a company s management function it needs continuous support and engagement from the board the executive management staff and other
stakeholders alike additionally it brings extra costs to the company in terms of hiring trained staff organising continuous training in the company publishing
sustainability reports and subscribing to a rating system sustainability must be nourished by a company s board as well as by all of its departments such as
accounting marketing and human resources by the same token it is not enough for a company simply to declare itself a sustainable business or rely on past
measures and reputation sustainability is an ongoing activity and one which has to be proved by periodically disclosing sustainability reports according to
international rating systems in sustainability and management an international perspective kıymet Çalıyurt and Ülkü yüksel bring together international
authors from a variety of specialisations to discuss the development aspects problems roadmap trends and disclosure systems for sustainability in
management the result is a lively insightful exposition of the field
The War of the Worlds collaborative exploration of global environmental crises focusing on the co production of knowledge from scientific indigenous
sources
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